’Peeping Toms’ may force restroom lockup
by Barbara Wyman
Due to "Peeping Toms" and some assault incidents.
one-third of the women’s restrooms may be locked if a
plan by SJSU administrators is passed.
The plan the administration is "wrestling with"
could provide one locked bathroom in every campus
building and two in buildings with five or more stories,
according to Ron Montgomery, environmental health
and occupational safety officer at SJSU.
The plan is a response to concern which first peaked
last July after a student assistant was raped in the
School of Education dean’s office. She was the only
person on the floor at the time.
Plant Operations has already purchased 100 industrial locks, according to Bob Bosanko, director of
plant operations. The locks, plus installation, he said,
will cost about $25,000.
University Police are compiling data on the number
of incidents this academic year.
The Concerned University Employees and Students
( CUES) committee was appointed by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton to develop safety suggestions.
One of the suggestions the committee offered was to
lock some of the women’s bathrooms. Other suggestions,
such as an alarm system and beefed-up campus
security, have already been carried out.
Montgomery said he recently distributed a survey to
staff in all campus buildings asking for comments on
the matter.
Although faculty polled on the issue split about "5050" overall, he said, bathrooms were locked in buildings
where a majority of the department was in favor of the
plan.
One bathroom in Dudley Moorhead Hall, two in
MacQuarrie Hall, and two in the Business Tower have
since been locked. Some bathrooms, Montgomery noted,
were locked even before the issue came up by departments who "took it upon themselves" to insure the
safety of women who use the facilities.

Under the plan, keys would be issued to women
faculty and "students could use the keys" if they wanted
to use the locked bathrooms, Montgomery said. He
added, however, that this may not be feasible as it
would pose problems of lost or stolen keys.
Various other problems must be worked out before
the plan is implemented, Montgomery said.
With increased use, supplying and maintaining the
open restrooms might be difficult and it still has to be
decided whether to lock bathrooms always or just
during "off times" like vacation or weekends, he said.
Montgomery also said that locking the bathrooms
could be discriminatory against female students.
When keys are issued, he noted, not only is there a
problem with lost or stolen keys, but "someone could
still jump in behind the woman, and if the door is
deadbolted, there would be no way for anyone to help
her without using another key."
If the locks are used to provide safety in the
bathrooms, the $25,000 will be reimbursed under
Assembly Bill 2628, a special security request granted to
Fullerton last semester.
Otherwise, the locks can be used for other reasons
on other buildings, Montgomery said.
Bosanko said locking the restrooms is
"discriminatory against those without key privileges."
He compared the situation to the separate faculty
restrooms of the 1950s. He noted those were eliminated
during "the student unrest of the ’60s."
Bosanko is concerned that locking one-third of the
available restrooms will not only result in long lines in
the still-open restrooms, but paper supplies could not be
kept up and "the place would look like a pig pen."
The university now operates under a state uniform
plumbing code. The code requires the existence of one
toilet for every 30 women occupants in a building.
Bosanko said when one restroom services "only 20 or 30
( faculty), that capacity is reduced" and the code will be
violated.
Based on last semester’s 12,675 female students, not
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Because her office is directly across the hall from
the first floor restroom in Dudley Moorehead Hall,
history secretary Marlene Bosanko often handles
student complaints of -crowded" and "messy"
restrooms.
As students have been "getting used to the idea,"
she said, complaints are less frequent. She added that
Thursday, when the first floor restroom was closed for
an hour while additional paper dispensers were being
installed, students "had to walk all the way up to the
third floor" to use a restroom.
James Willis, chairman of the Economics Department, said the restroom was locked as an experiment.
"We don’t know whether it has prevented any incidents," he said, but he noted a "general decrease"
this semester.
Lynn DeVilBiss, financial aid placement adviser,
noted that because of Dudley Moorhead’s "isolated
position" on the edge of the campus, incidents are fairl
frequent.
She counted "about half a dozen" incidents in the
second floor restroom alone.
She said one female staffer was accosted twice in
that restroom. There are some 30 women staffers in the
floor restroom is now locked.
Financial Aid Department, she said.
One student said even if keys were available to
"Students don’t realize we’re here 40 hours a week.
students, she "didn’t have time to hunt down a
12 months a year," DeVilBiss said. She explained that
secretary" during her 10-minute class break.
Speech pathology major Stephanie Barkus found the the women "were going to the restroom in two’s" but
added, "There are times when we’re short-staffed and
long lines and messes in the open bathroom on the first
that’s just not possible."
floor of Dudley Moorehead "a hassle."
She said that since the bathroom has been locked,
"It’s hard enough to find an open bathroom as it is,"
even the "lady maintenance worker feels safer."
she said.
She said she knew of no solution to the problem of
Another student said the first floor restroom "looks
distributing keys to students, but said the large staff of
like a disaster." She added that there are days when
women merited the locking of the bathroom.
paper supplies are depleted by noon.
Economics Department secretary Geri Brandt
Broadcasting freshman Lisa Lemas said she has
recommended that women entering an unlocked
night classes now and finds safety in the restrooms "no
bathroom should "throw open all the stall doors before
problem."
Several students offered the solution that restrooms going in."
including faculty, the reduced facilities
increase
the ratio to one toilet per 45 women campus-wide.
As yet, student input has not been requested on the
issue, but Montgomery said students will be asked
before the plan is implemented.
The plan has been discussed by university deans
and is now before Fullerton and the public safety advisory committee.
Some 100 female students, questioned in the first
floor restroom in Dudley Moorehead Hall at different
hours on two consecutive days, showed unanimous
disapproval of the locked bathroom solution. The second

She counted ’about half
a dozen’ incidents in the
second floor restroom alone
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Cummings’
hearing set
for today
The preliminary hearing of
!Donald James Cummings, 24, is
?scheduled to begin today at 9 a.m. in
PSan Jose Municipal Court.
Cummings is charged with two
;campus-area murders and two
assaults. He pleaded innocent to
these charges on Jan. 28 before
Judge Robert Ahern.
Deputy District Attorney Jack
, Marshall will begin presenting
evidence today against Cummings.
At the conclusion of the hearing,
estimated to last three days, a
magistrate will decide if there is
enough evidence to bring Cummings
to trial.
Cummings had been enrolled for
’the last three years in the University
Alternative Program here. The
program, designed to give exoffenders a college education, was
discontinued by SJSU President Gail
Fullerton soon after Cummings’
arrest.
Cummings, an SJSU honor
student has been in custody since
Dec. 30 when he was arrested for the
Dec. 3 beating of a female graduate
student.
F’urther police investigation led
to two murder charges and an additional assault charge.
A Jan. 9 search of Cummings’
home found evidence linking him to
the niurder of Blythe Nielsen at 215
S. 12th St. on Nov. 4, 1979, police
said.
Cummings’ fingerprints were
also found at the home of Phyllis
Higdon, 59, 179 N. Fifth St., police
said. Her body was found on Jan. 3
Cummings’ fingerprints were
also found at the 13th Street apartment of a female student assaulted
on Dec. 16, 1979, police said.
University Police Officer Edwin
Anderson was responsible for the
arrest of Cummings.
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Student, faculty reps battle administrators, police

Campus divided over surveillance camera issue

Change of identity relieves
informant of debt worries
by Greg Robertson
Amir Ehdaee, the key government witness in the recent trial of
Naser Almaneih, told a federal court
he came forward as a government
witness because he had a "guilty
conscience."
One SJSU student thinks Ehdaee
came forward for a much different
reason.
Brad Moss recently won a small
claims court decision against Ehdaee for $437, but now that Ehdaee is
a part of the government witness
program and his identity has been
changed, Moss stands to never be
paid.
Last summer, Ehdaee was a
producer for the television show,

-Faces of Iran," on Channel 26 in
San Francisco. Moss worked as a
video editor for the show.
According to Moss, Ehdaee
wrote checks to him and his employer, Alco-Paramount Electronic
Corp., where the show was taped.

Ehdaee wrote two checks
and both of them bounced
Both checks bounced.
Moss said Ehdaee settled with
his boss, but he saw none of the
money. He decided to take Ehdaee
to Small Claims Court.
According to Moss, after he won

Willie Brown probably won’t be back

Mix-up causes speech cancellation
by Russ Fong
A speech by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, D-San
Francisco, scheduled for Thursday night in Morris Dailey
Auditorium was cancelled because the sponsoring group
decided to postpone the event.
It is now doubtful he will return, Brown’s appointment
secretary Ida Charles said.
Charles said the decision to cancel the event was
made Thursday morning after her conversation with
Associated Students director of ethnic affairs, Virgil
Brown.
"Virgil Brown called me yesterday morning and told
me it was to be cancelled because the group I Alpha Phi
Alpha ) did not have time to do the publicity and that they
didn’t expect a crowd," Charles said.
"And in light of all these things that there was all
kinds of mixup, he wanted to cancel it."
Brown said he was acting is a liaison between the A.S.
and Alpha Phi Alpha, the black fraternity which was to
sponsor the speech.

his suit last year, "Ehdaee skipped
town."
About one week later, Moss read
In the paper that Ehdaee had
become a government informant
and was now part of the government
witness program.

me all these excuses as to why it shouldn’t go on that he
cancelled his speech," Charles said.
"So of course Mr. Brown had no alternative but not to
show up."
Asked of the cancellation, Brown said "there was a
breakdown in communication."
"I don’t even remember saying that," Brown said. "I
just remember telling her there was a breakdown in
communication and we had to postpone the event."
Brown said there have been a lot of conflicts with
times and schedules of activities during this month and
hoped to reschedule the speech.
When asked if the assembly speaker would consider
rescheduling an appearance, Charles said it was daubtful.

"I would be a little reluctant at this time," Charles
said, adding she wanted to make sure the group was
better organized before rescheduling the speaker.
"It was not any fault of ours because the speaker was
prepared to be there," she said.
"The speaker was prepared to be there and it was
Alpha Phi Alpha, whose phone was disconnected,
only after my conversation with Virgil Brown and he gave could not be reached

This guarantees Ehdaee a new
identity in exchange for testimony
against Almaneih. According to
Moss, it also means he will never be
paid.
"It’s a catch-22 situation,"
explained Moss over his struggle to
get paid.
"In order to collect, the San
Francisco sheriff must serve an
order of examination to Ehdaee,"
Moss said. "The problem is the
sheriff has to serve it to him personally and Ehdaee no longer legally
exists and has no address."
Since Ehdaee was in custody of
the federal marshall during the
trial, Moss tried going to them. He
was told they cannot legally serve
the order of examination.
"It’s like I’m damned if I do and
I’m damned if I don’t," Moss concluded.
But now, it looks like Moss has
run out of aff,hope. With the conviction of Almaneih. Ehdaee has
received his new identity. The Amir
Ehdaee that owed Moss $437 no
longer exists.
"When I saw the article that
said Ebdaee had a guilty conscience:. Moss said, -I had to say
something. It’s only my opinion, but
I think he saw the witness program
as a way to get out of paying his
debts."

by Jeffrey R. Smith
Although no final decision has
been made to install surveillance
cameras for safety purposes at
SJSU, the political battle over their
use is pitting university administrators and police against
student and faculty representatives.
The following persons and
groups have spoken against the
cameras: Wiggsy Sivertsen, SJSU
president of the United Professors of
California; Associated Students
President Mike Medina; dormitory
security head Will Koehn; the
Concerned University Employees
and Students (CUES) committee, an
ad hoc advisory committee on public
safety; and the residence hall
community council.
A resolution opposing cameras
is expected 4) be presented to the
Academic Senate either at its
meeting today or one in the near
future.
These groups question both the
need for surveillance cameras and
the locations for the cameras
proposed by the University Police
(on top of the Business Tower, Joe
West Hall and Duncan Hall, in that
order of priority).
Downplaying the possible effect
on civil liberties and stressing that a
final proposal to fund the cameras
has not yet been made are
University Police Chief Earnest
Quinton and Executive Vice
President Jack Coleman.
Medina and Sivertsen are
worried about infringements upon
the civil liberties of demonstrators
and onlookers which might result
from the Business Tower camera’s
sweep of the Student Union area,
where much of the political activity
on campus takes place.
Sivertsen said surveillance
cameras have "incredible potential
for violation of civil liberties" and
will be used for watching and taping
demonstrations.
"The police chief wants to have
a camera he can turn on at a
whipstitch," she said, to watch
students and their actions around
the Student Union.
"I’m really suspicious of that
kind of motive," she said.
"If you’re going to use cameras,

"We have no intention of ever
having any taping capabilities,"
Quinton said.
Coleman agreed that no
videotaping is planned for the future
and added that the cameras would
not be able to identify people, but at
most tell whether they are male or
female.
Quinton also said the Student
Union area is very susceptible to
criminal activity.
"There are more chances of an
assault there than any other place
because of the amount of people
moving through there," he said.
Medina said the sites for the
cameras were chosen without
regard to where crimes occur, but
only so that the cameras could cover
the largest area possible.
He said the cameras would be
able to identify people and that it is
"logical" and "inevitable" to hook
up a videotape system to provide
"concrete evidence" against crime
suspects.
"I think a university is supposed
to be the last bastion of free speech,
where ideas can be exchanged
without being watched by the
police," Medina said.
Medina said the good public
relations image of the UPD is going
"down the tubes because people feel
they’re playing Big Brother."
"A lot of people are offended by
the cameras," he said.
Medina said the university is
reacting "defensively" to the
concerns of the students, saying in
effect," ’You can’t tell us how to run
our school.’
"I was laboring under the
mistaken impression that the school
is here for the students," Medina
said.
Quinton said he is surprised at
the amount of controversy over the
cameras.
He said the police department is
"trying to intimidate the hell out of"
people who come from off campus
with the intent to commit crimes.
but has no intention to intimidate
students.
"If everyone is against this
thing, I’d sure like to know about it,"
he said.
Medina also charged that

’Potential violation of civil rights’
you should use them in high-crime
areas.
"No one has ever been raped in
that particular area of the university."
Quinton downplayed the
possible infringement of civil
liberties.
"I don’t see that anyone has
anything to be concerned about as
long as they’re not breaking the
law," he said.
Currently, he said, any time a
controversial political situation
develops at the Student Union, a
university officer with a camera is
sent to observe and take photos of
people breaking the law and being
arrested.

Coleman and Quinton disagree
about the area to be covered by the
cameras.
"The right hand doesn’t know
what the left hand is doing," he said.
"I have given the police a direct
order that the Student Union
Building and the free speech area
S.U. Amphitheater) be excluded
from surveillance," Coleman said.
However, when asked about the
camera coverage, Quinton said a
camera would have prevented a
break-in two weeks ago on the
ground floor of the Student Union. A
window adjoining the amphitheater
was broken into by vandals.
-see CAMERA page 6
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Solution needed to ease jail overcrowding
With the population of the Santa
Clara County Jail escalating over
the 800 mark last weekend, it is time
for county officials to examine the
possibilities of having a new facility
or an outlet to the old one.
The main jail has been in
operation since 1958 and has a
maximum capacity rate of 534 inmates. It now consistently holds 700
to 750 inmates. The state Board of

David Saracco
Staff Writer

Corrections recommends that the
jail hold only 80 percent of its
maximum capacity, which means
the jail should be holding 490 inmates.
The issue of the overcrowded
main jail is not a new one. Jail officials say the jail has been overcrowded for several years, but that
now the problem is becoming worse.
With the rapid population
growth of Santa Clara County
because of the high number of jobs,
excellent climate, and the opportunities available, county officials have to realize that the jail

population is not going to get any
smaller. The more people a county
has, the more law offenders it will
have,
Numerous recommendations
have been tested in an attempt to
ease the burden on jail officials but
the problem will always exist until a
larger facility for the main jail is
obtained.

welfare of both the inmates and the
personnel working at the facility.
This was when the main jail housed
"only" 600 inmates, about 116
percent of its maximum capacity.
Now we have got more than 150
inmates living in those same conditions. The situation has not eased

at all. Sure, inmates are still being
sent to Elmwood but that is not
keeping the main jail population at a
level it should be.
We live in a very large city. The
city is going to get larger and larger.
The crime rate is up again and the
future looks so obvious for the Santa

Clara County Jail.
Tension is rising at the main jail
because of the cramped conditions,
among concern that the General
Services Agency of Santa Clara
County has failed to make timely
repairs on the plumbing and the
electrical deficiencies in the main

jail.
We are going to have to spend
some money to solve a problem that
has been nagging Santa Clara
County for too long. We do need a
new jail facility or an addition to the
old one and we need it before any
further damage is done.

Santa Clara County supervisors
appointed a Jail Overcrowding Task
Force in 1979 to seek ways to house
the expanding jail population
without having to build new
facilities. The Elmwood Correctional Facility was sought to aid the
woes of main jail officials by taking
the overflow from the main jail.
Elmwood, which is located in
Milpitas, is a correctional facility
for women offenders and minimal
security risk offenders, such as work
furlough inmates and drunks. Officials at Elmwood have never been
pleased that inmates from the main
jail are being housed there because
they say it could cause security
problems.
Inmates from the main jail also
were previously sent to San Bruno
but jail officials there have their own
problems to worry about.
Santa Clara County officials can
not continue to let this situation ride
until it explodes.
A year ago the Santa Clara
County Grand Jury said that the
overcrowding at the main jail was
posing a threat to the health and

Ads often offensive and degrading to women
Many advertisements on radio, television, magazines
and newspapers are designed to insult and offend the
consumer. Still others are degrading to women.
"Take notes!" thunders an authoritative-sounding
voice from inside our radio box. We’re told that if we want
to get an" ’A’ in face" this acne-controlling product will
send us to the top of the class. This ad, obviously aimed at
junior high, high school and college-age students, insults
the listener’s intelligence.
Another insulting and offensive magazine advertisement shows three people laughingly striding down
a busy city street.

Cyndee Fontana
Staff Writer

Trying to change the direction of
advertising is like trying to get
Brooke Shields to star in a Walt
Disney movie.
Sheilds’ television antics as the
foremost shill for Calvin Klein jeans
have received generous play in the
mass media because of their sexual overtones.
"Umph!" says the ad. Each member of the trio has
But the consumer should realize that this type of
yellow advertising doesn’t stop with the mere pandering his right hand balled up into a fist. A cigarette
prominently protrudes from between their fingers.
of jeans.

The gesture, and message is clear, too clear to have
been a coincidence.
Television, long the haven of the stereotype, continues
to offer a distorted view of women.
Women are used as hood ornaments to help sell cars.
Frazzled housewives in the television wasteland constantly worry about the brand of peanut butter they buy,
whether Jim will have a second cup of coffee, or whether
junior will notice the fresh smell of the laundry.
These folks, we are led to believe, don’t sweat, have
embarrassing panty-lines or litter-box problems. When
was the last time you saw a commercial end on an
unhappy note?
And we can all hope to achieve this idyllic twilight
zone if we have the right amount of change in our pockets.

This type of advertising, however subtle of blatant,
has managed to convince a large portion of the public that
if we use the proper product or wear the right clothes,
we’ll all be as blissfully happy as those folks we see on
television or in magazines.
Legislating morals, which is impossible and
distasteful, is not the solution to the problem. But advertisers can police themselves, if they are forced to do so
by the public.
Boycotting products with ads that are offensive can
convince advertisers to change their tactics.
Remember, pressure from the public helped get the
worst of Shields’ sexually explicit Jeans commercials off
the air.
Maybe now she’ll consider a role opposite Benji.

letters
Holiday horror,
demented films
Editor:
Recently there has been a flood
of bloody horror films hit the screen.
Of these I’ve managed to get
trapped into viewing two films in
particular. One was "New Year’s
Evil," the other "My Bloody
Valentine." There seems to be a
killer for every holiday. Maybe the
next film will be titled: "Peter
Cottontail Goes Berserk."
Whatever happened to the quality horror films like Mr. Hitchcock
used to produce?
Of the films I viewed, the most
appalling and the most tasteless film
was "My Bloody Valentine." It
takes a demented mind to watch
these films with any interest.
However, their main shortcoming
isn’t their ability to scare people. I
was very scared after watching a
person having their heart removed

by a pick-crazy miner. Their
downfall lies in their inability to
entertain originally, suspensefully
and creatively.
If these films are any indicators
of the horror films to come, I won’t
be caught dead seeing one.
Scott Cooper
Speech Communication,
sophomore

Which is first,
chicken or egg?
Editor:
In response to Tim Truax’s
piece on students’ rights! would like
to add this thought.
At the community college from
where I’ve just transferred, we
faced the same question: which
came first, the chicken or the egg?
Or, who’s more important, the
student or the teacher?
Our answer was that both were
equally important to each other. It

seems ridiculous to adhere to the
principle that without students there
is no need for the university.
If reversed, it would sound
equally foolish.
Both are here for a common
good: education and the dispensing
and intake of such.
If Truax has a problem with late
grades, accessibility to recreational
areas or financial aid, why cloak it
under the students’ rights banner?
has
certain
Everyone
"unalienable rights" and privileges,
but throughout life many of those
rights and privileges will be denied
or abused. It’s a hard world out
there, and if you can’t cut it here,
what happens when you’re out
there?
Les Mahler
Journalism,
junior

Deaf interpreters
unequally assigned
Editor:
As one of the four deaf students
at SJSU, I am outraged by Mary
Rogers’ contention that "one student
reads lips very well and another
needs only an occasional interpreter."
I would like to know how Ms.
Rogers arrived at this needs
assessment, as it most certainly was
not through consultation with the
students involved. We are entitled
by law to a full-time interpreter if we
so request. I understand there have
been problems locating interpreters,
thus keeping the university from
complying with the law.
But why does Andy Vasquez get
three interpreters? He says, "They
have to switch off to accommodate
other deaf students." As one of those
"other deaf students," I would like
to know where those interpreters
are.
They are certainly assigned in
an inequitable manner, without
anyone even consulting us regarding
our needs.
I’d like to see Mary Rogers try
to follow a class discussion by lipreading. It would be a good exercise
in frustration for her.
Sheryl Kaplan
Library Science
graduate

Gregory review,
careless article
Editor:
In the past, especially as of late,
lots of people have been referring to
the Spartan Daily reporters as being
irresponsible. Well, chalk up
another one for the Daily, or more
specifically Eric Strahl who was
suppose to be reviewing Dick
Gregory’s speech last Thursday in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Strahl said that Gregory lacked
substantiation and common sense in
his performance, which is totally
untrue because every accusation
Gregory made was supported
enough to draw applauses from the
audience.
The only one offended by his
speech was you, Strahl, and your socalled review indicates that you took
the speech totally out of context.
Gregory’s attack on the
capitalist system is all true about
such things as the rich getting richer
and the poor getting poorer and so
forth. Just look around you.
Sorry, Strahl!
Gregory’s
audience is growing, instead of
diminishing, as you wish.
In the future when you do a
review take care to know more
about a person’s past and at least
look deep enough to hear the real
meaning of the words spoken before
carelessly writing an article just to
get yourself another story in the
paper.
Ernest B. Redding
Journalism,
senior

Holly Near
not a ’tizzy’
Editor:
The article with which I would
like to take issue was written and
printed in the Feb. 3 Spartan Daily.
The title of the article read
"Holly Near move.: crowd into an
ecstatic tizzy." As I read the title,
my blood pressure went up several
points over and above the healthy
mark.
There was excitement at this
concert, there was great enthusiasm
displayed. To bill the major feeling
of the group of people who com-

prised the audience as an "ecstatic
tizzy" creates a sense of childish,
unresponsive insanity that lacks all
the elements of respect, caring,
commitment, love and sharing that
this particular concernt both
evolved from and emerged to.
It was an excellent concert.
Holly Near with her music, her
commitment to human beings, her
sensitivity to persons who need some
adaptation to enjoy a concert, e.g.: a
sign interpreter for hearing impaired individuals, child care, and
front row seats for wheelchair users,
provides a charisma for respect,
support,
focus and mature
modeling. "Tizzies" or "ecstatic
tizzies" present an image of individual insanity that is created by a
mass of lonely individuals :eaching
out to be touched. It is a label that
indicates to me lost, alienated souls,
worshipping a heroine or hero.
It was a concert that produced,
not an ecstatic tizzy, but rather a
grand spark of positive commitment
toward supportive change in a world
that often looks bleak within the
helper-helpee alienated ethic.
Somehow, listening to Holly
Near’s music and sensing her
commitment and the commitment of
her peers and colleagues, for we are
actually all that, I would say that
"Holly Near moved the crowd into a
greater sense of appreciation of all
humanity"....not into an ecstatic
tizzy.
Susan L. Niman
Therapeutic recreation
Graduate

Patriotic ICBM
for reporter
Editor:
Hooray and a red, white and
blue ICBM for Bruce Buckland and
his opinion piece!
I couldn’t have said it better.
John C. Weller
Marketing
senior

Deaf student
needs more help’
Editor:
I sin writing in response to the
feature article which appeared in
the Feb. 18 issue of the Spartan

Daily, about Andy Vasquez, a deaf
student here at SJSU.
Almost all deaf people listen
with their eyes, but how many deaf
people do you know who never
learned sign language or worse,
never learned to lip-read? I am one
of them and am a registered deaf
student here at SJSU. I depend on
my notetakers and textbooks to get
all of my information from my
classes. It is so damn hard for me to
keep up with my classes because I
have to work twice as hard as the
hearing students to get good grades.
So when I read something like
the feature article about Andy, I get
upset because you are talking about
a typical deaf student who has no
problems in class as far as the
lecture is concerned while there are
people like me who are trying to get
people to realize that we need more
time and help.
Claire Middleton

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays,
or by mail to the Opinion Page, c/o
the Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the writer’s signature, major, class standing, address and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
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Free ski clinic
The Associated Students Mountaineers will
sponsor a free downhill and cross-country skiing clinic
tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the Northface, 349 E. Campbell
Ave. in Campbell.
Dave Beck, a ski -touring and mountaineering
instructor for 20 years, will demonstrate how to ski
downhill on cross-country skis by using special turning
methods.
Beck, who runs a ski -touring operation near
Mammoth Mountain, wrote the book "Ski Touring in
California."

TODAY Feb. 23

Monday Movies
presents
*BAY AREA PREMIERE*
from India

photo by Linda Colburn

I isa Lewis, daughter of accounting senior John
I evvis, and her friend Adam play in the mud at
one of the Spartan City playgrounds (left) while

Bernice Mestaz, also a Spartan City resident,
points out a large hole in the wall that was there
when she moved into her apartment. Residents

say most repairs are made promptly by Auxifiery Enterprises maintenance crews.

Five to nine-month waiting list for housing

Life in Spartan City is a mixed blessing
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by Doug Kelley
In an isolated section of
campus is a little-known
place called Spartan City.
It is a place where many
students with children live
and study while atl ?.rding
SJSU.
Without the housing,
many would not be able to
attend school.
"It’s
necessar
because rent is too high in
San Jose to enable us to go
to school and work to pay
rent," business major and
resident Gary Purdum
said.
The
demand for
apartments at Spartan City
is high. A delay of at least
five and as long as nine
months awaits those who
want to move in, according
to Auxiliary Enterprises,
which operates Spartan
City.
The buildings which

Spartan Daily
Serving the Si. Jose State
University Community
Since 1434
UCPS S09-4101
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press. Published daily by San
Jose State University, during
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, the University
Administration or any student
or faculty organization. Subscriptions accepted on a remainder of semester basis. Full academic year. 815. Each semester,
$7.50 Off-campus price per
copy, 15 cents Phone; Editorial
277-3181 Advertising 277-3171.
Printed by Independent Publications.

make up Spartan City are
more than 35 years old.
Built during World War 11
as military housing, they
were planned to have a
maximum life span of 20
years.
buildings
"Those
weren’t designed to be
lived in during the late ’60s,
let alone the ’70s or ’80s,"
Tom McGinley, plant
for
administrator
Auxiliary Enterprises,
said.
At the end of the war,
the buildings were cut in
half and moved from the
East Bay to their current
sites on Seventh and 10th
streets.
The average unit is
about 500 square feet and
has two bedrooms, a kitchen and Living area.
"The kitchen is almost
big enough to get a table
in," business student and
resident Hue Lilly said.
On the outside, the
buildings look like the
barracks they once were,
with the exception of new
yellow coat of paint.
Five people share one
particular cramped
apartment.
"People are content to
live at Spartan City
because they realize they
don’t have to live there the
rest of their lives," Lilly
said. "But for many, they
can’t anticipate the day
they graduate so they can
find better housing for their
family."
A feeling of community
and camaraderie exists at
Spartan City. Events like
barbeques and community

clean-ups are all part of life usual events when we have
there.
a football game across the
"Most have limited street," resident Steve
incomes, so we all have to Sloan said.
help each other out," Lilly
Some residents have
said.
been afraid because of
Living at Spartan City people hanging around
also entails a feeling of after games, Sloan said.
concern.
There is also concern
Living directly across over whether Spartan City
the street from the recently can continue to exist.
enlarged Spartan Stadium,
The buildings are old,
residents think their
wooden structures and
homes, or homes of future
highly flammable. One
residents, may be torn
entire building housing 10
down to make room for a
families could have burned
parking lot for sports enlast semester if not for the
thusiasts.
quick action taken by Lilly,
There are no plans for
who heard a smoke alarm
a parking lot, however, in a neighbor’s apartment.
according to Associate
"I had to break into the
Executive Vice-President
apartment because no one
J. Handel Evans.
There is currently a was home," he said. The
problem with stadium flames were almost
patrons parking at Spartan touching the ceiling when
City, though. On at least he got into the kitchen, but
one occasion, parking was he was unable to put it out
allowed at Spartan City for with a fire extinguisher.
Deputy State Fire
an overflow crowd of
graduation participants, Marshall Robert Thompaccording to the University son said that although the
buildings are old, they still
Police.
"Clogging up the meet state fire codes.
parking lot and people Thompson said when he
Auxiliary
urinating on the lawns asked
Enwhere the kids play are terprises to install smoke

STUDENT
ASSISTANT
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to help in the development and
implementation of orientation programs.

APPLY NOW!
at Student Programs & Services.
Old Cafeteria. 277-2971
Deadline is Wed

Feb 25. 1981.
Sponsored by Student Onentetion Setvrces ISOSI
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CITY OF

SAN JOSE

If you are:

You can have:

Age:
Citizen:
Driver’s License:
Bilingual:
Vision:

21-35
United States
Valid California
Spanish/English
20-20 correct
20-50 incorrect

Salary:
Vacation:
Work Week:
Days Off:
Benefits:

81,810 per :no.
Paid
4-day
3 consecutive days
Paid Medical Plan
Paid Dental Plan
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Look for our booth at the Summer Job Fair
Wednesday, February 25, 1981
Student Union Ballroom -- 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For further information, call San Jose Police Department at 277-4951
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

detectors and place fire president’s office, he said.
extinguishers
in
the
"We are presently
apartments, the requests examining the possibility
were handled promptly.
of expanding Spartan City,
Any future plans for but as yet the university
Spartan City will be up to has no definitive plan,"
the executive vice Evans replied.

GAMAN
"Powerful, Uncompromising."
--L.A. TIMES
(In Hindi. with English Subtitles
7 & 10 p .m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium
_

BRUBAKER
Coming to the Wednesday Cinema

PlopC

Feb. 2 5, 7 & 10 p.m. $1.50
Morris Dailey Auditorium

*Our Xerox 9400 will allow you to reproduce
for 4C a page. And our overnight rates are just 31/2C,
Dissertations copied on thesis quality cotton
ra3 for only 8( We’do all the work!
No minimums

$ 1 00

WO;

KIN KO’S COPIES
.481 E SAN CARLOS Si. (408) 295-5511
123 SO. THIRD ST. (408) 2954336

4111111M1=IN FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

EMPLOYER LIST
Action/Peace Corps -Vista
Adia Temporary
Aertech Industries
Alexander Grant & Co.
Allstate Insurance Co.
Almaden Vineyards
Bank of America
Bank of the West
Bullock’s
Calamigos Ranch
California State Dept. of Water Resources
Camp Tawonga
Chevron, U.S.A.
City of Campbell
City/County of San Francisco
City of Los Altos Recreation
Dept.
City of Palo Alto Recreation
Dept.
City of Redwood City Recreation Dept.
City of San Jose Recreation
Dept.
City of Santa Clara
City of Sunnyvale
Communication Products
SJSU Cooperative Education
Crippled Children’s Society
Deluxe Check Printers
East Valley Youth Clinic
EDS Nuclear
Emporium/Capwell
Federal Bureau of Investigation
SJSU Financial Aid
Friends Outside/S.C. County
General Electric Co.
Gen-Rad Semiconductor

Handyman
Harker Academy
Hewlett-Packard
Hidden Villa Camp
Hope Rehabilitation Services
Informatics, Inc.
J.C. Penney
Lever Brothers
Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co.
Magnuson Engineers, Inc.
Mainstream Engineering
Manpower
Marriott’s Great America
Mervyn’s
Montgomery Ward
Mountain Camp
NASA/Ames Research Center
National Weather Services NOAA
N.C.R. Corp.
Office of the Auditor General
Orchard Supply
Pacific American Institute
PG & E (San Francisco)
PG & E (San Jose)
Price Waterhouse 8, Co.
Professional Temporary Service
Red Carpet Realty
Rosenthal Accountancy Corporation
San Jose Graphics
San Jose Police Department
S.C. -county CETA Adm./SPEDY Programs
Santa Clara County Sheriffs
Dept.
Santa Cruz Seaside Co.

Saratoga Community Center
Sawyer Business College
Second Start School
Semco Corporation
Sequoia Hospital
Sierra Whitewater Expeditions
Singer Company - Link Division
South Valley YMCA
Southwest YMCA
Sunset Designs
Syntex
SYVA
Teledyne/McCormick/Self
The Gap
Timesavers, Inc.
Tymnet. Inc.
Union Carbide Corp.
Universal Title Corp.
Upjohn Health Care
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army Audit Agency
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S.D.A. Food & Nutrition
Service
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
U.S. Marin.ls
U.S. Navy - Shipbuilding
Vick’s Health Care
Victor Temporary
Water Babies Swim School
Westinghouse
Xerox-Dlablo Systems
Yosemite Institute
Yosemite Park & Curry Company
Zonta Children’s Center

WED., FEB. 25th, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
f or

info., call Career Planning & Placement at 277.2277
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Neither team plays well on ’senior night’

Spartans whip Fullerton, 59-41
by Tim Truax
"We didn’t play very
well tonight," Bill Berry
said.
Berry has always been
a master of the understatement, but this time
he took the art a little too
far in describing his
Spartans’ 59-41 victory
over Cal-State Fullerton on
Saturday night at the Civic
Auditorium.
To say the Spartans
didn’t play well tells only
half of the story. The Titans
played even worse.
The list of Fullerton
statistics goes on and on.
The Titans shot 8.6
percent from the floor, and
with a
came back
relatively sizzling 33.3
percent in the second half
to total 23.2 percent for the
game.
Fullerton didn’t hit a
field goal until the 9:16
mark in the first half, and
no one but Dave Wear
could score for the Titans
until Victor Green hit a
jumper with 3:35 to go in
the half.
Wear went on to score
14 points to lead the Titans,
but
eight of those came
photo by Bill Andrews
from the free throw line.
SJSU guard David Byrd 1 1 5) shoots in Thursday’s Michael Anderson added
68-44 win over UCSB.
eleven for Fullerton, with

five from the charity
stripe.
No Titan hit more than
three field goals.
What made the game
so unexciting, though was
SJSU’s lack of offensive
sparkle.
The Spartans shot only
34.6 from the floor in the
first half, but they came
back in the second stanza
to improve their percentage for the game to
43.2.

"For crirneny sakes,"
Berry said, "it seemed like
we miscued one-hundred
times. It was probably only
fifty."
The Spartans were led
by the seniors on the team,
who were playing in their
last home game. Doug
Murrey had 19 points and
six rebounds, while Sid
Williams chipped in 16
points and ten boards.
Berry started all five
seniors, moving David

by Billy Thomas
The balance beam has
been a proverbial "thorn"
in the flesh of SJSU’s
women’s gymnastics team
for the major portion of this
season, and last Thursday
night’s triangular meet
was no exception.
The Spartans fell from
the beam seven times and
it cost them 3.5 points. That
made the difference between a second and third
place, as they were edged
by California State University, Hayward 120.55 to

119.55.
California
State
University, Fresno won the
triangular meet with a
score of 126.85.
"it’s a matter of being
too conservative and not
going all out," said SJSU
head coach Lynn Cross,
explaining the team’s
performance on the beam.
Hayward outscored the
Spartans on the balance
beam, 30.2 to 27.3.
Fresno dominated the
meet by winning three of

Tennis team is a determined group
It is true that SinClair
may have her best team in
six years of coaching at
SJSU.
The team is loaded
with talent, boasting
players with state and
national rankings.

’81 season Thursday at the in San Jose, playing the No.
35th Tuscon Invitational 1 singles spot.
hosted by the University of
She has the No. 8
Arizona at Tucson. This ranking for 18-year-old
tournament features the women
Northern
in
strongest women’s tennis California.
teams in the country.
Playing at the No. 2
Among them are spot for the Spartans is
Brigham Young Univer- Dianne Bauer, who last
sity, Pepperdine, Southern year was ranked 18th
Methodist University and nationally
dejAbles
UC Santa Barbara.
competition for 17-yearThe 16 -team tour- olds. Holly Peterson will
nament ended yesterday. play the No. 3 position and
Results were not available was the 11th ranked singles
at press time. The Spartans player for 18-year-olds in
will host UC San Diego at Northern California last
year.
1:30 p.m. Wednesday.

But to improve on last
season’s 2-13 record and
convert it into an unSinClair expects a
defeated mark, well, that
tough match against UCSD
might be getting carried
and she says that the
away.
schedule will not get
But in this case, Sin- easier.
Clair is not talking about
"Our whole schedule is
wins and losses, but the
with good teams,"
efforts she says she will get filled
SinClair said. "We don’t
from her players.
have an easy match this
"We have a strong year.
team stronger than we’ve
"San Diego will be
ever been," SinClair said. coming here with talent
"These are eager, hard- and we’ll be prepared for
working tennis players. them."
They’re hungry and they
Judy Newman, a
want to do the best job
they’re capable of doing. former area tennis star, is
They’ll play their hearts the No. 1 singles player for
out, so regardless of the the visitors from San
outcome of the matches, Diego.
win or lose, we’ll probably
The Spartans have
never lose."
Julie Rose, a freshman
The team opened the from Branham High School

MODERN JEWISH
COMEDY

Polly Moore, the No. 1
singles and doubles player
at Foothill College last
year, transferred to SJSU
and will compete in the No.
4 spot.
Jill
transfer

Matthews, a
from Fullerton

Community College, holds
the No. 5 singles position
for the Spartans.
Rounding out the squad
are
Leslie
Jennings,
ranked sixth in Class A
action,
Jana
Elway,
ranked eighth in Class A,
Jennifer Johnson, who
plays on the No. 1 doubles
team for the Spartans.
Elway is the daughter
of SJSU football coach
Jack Elway.
Stacy Nishi, a senior,
and Patty Sordello, a junior
will also aid the Spartans in
the ’81 season.
SinClair said that the
team has excellent individual talent and that
every member of the team
will contribute.
"There are people that
don’t do as well in singles
matches that are excellent
doubles players and we

need both to have a good
season," SinClair said.
SinClair, who coached
in Hollywood, Fla., before
coming to SJSU, said that
desire is the most important talent an athlete
can have and for that
reason she is pleased with
the team.

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 24TH
2:00-3:00 P.M.
FREE
ALMADEN ROOM IN THE
STUDENT UNION
CO SPONSORED BY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
AND HILLEL

PROFESSIONAL. TYPING SERVICE
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the four events. The only
event they did not win was
the balance beam.
Fresno’s
Despite
dominance in most events,
Spartans Lorraine Mackie
and Patty Moran finished
first and second on the
uneven bars with scores of
8.75 and 8.55.
Fresno won the event
with a score of 31.75.
Diane Ashlock and
Terri Engstrom of Fresno
received the highest scores
of the night for the floor
exercise, 8.7 and 8.45, as
they helped Fresno win the
event with a score of 32.95.
In the all-around
competition, Engstrom and
Ashlock finished first and
second with scores of 32.65
and 32.6.
SJSU’s Patty Moran
finished third with a score
of 32.30.

ylting

PHONE
140E1, 251-5942

2045 I-UNDER CT.
CA

SAN JOSE

95133

The Spartan Pub
Presents

Spartan
Basketball
Meet the team
in the Spartan Pub
Monday, Feb. 23, 1981

7:30-- 8:30 p.m.
Join us in giving the team a big
sendoff. Entertainment provided by
the Pep Band.

"The desire that an
athlete plays with is the
most important factor a
player can have," SinClair
said. "I call it hungry.
Something inside keeps
that player motivated."
The team has been
practicing regularly since
September. SinClair is a
firm believer in consistent
practice because the
timing of the player is so
important.
"It’s a sport where you
have to, at least casually,
practice once a day."

Chemists 8t
Lab Technicians
Are you seeking a challenging position in the medical diagnostics indus
try? If so, Syva offers career growth in a stimulating environment in
our rapidly expanding Cupertino facility. We are currently seeking
chemists and part time and full time lab technicians with a degree in
Chemistry, Biochemistry or a related science for the following areas:
lmmuno Production, Quality Control and Quality Assurance. Opportunities are also available in Chemical Production for individuals with a
degree in Organic Chemistry and preferably experience in Organic
Synthesis and Protein Chemistry.

We’ll be on campus for the Summer Job Fair
Wednesday, February 25, 10:00 AM - 3 PM
Featuring Woody Allen, Charlie Chaplin
and Mel Brooks. Dr. Richard Sammons,
Humanities Lecturer, specializes in contemporary culture. Dr. Sammons will
explore Jewish comedy as social criticism, political satire, psychological response and black humor. Films and
slides are inculded in the lecture.

of winning the PCAA
regular season title and
first round bye in the PCAA
Tournament rests with
beating league leading
Fresno State Thursday.

canz Rellazake

Women gymnast continue to fall;
nipped by Hayward for second

Lady Spartans host UCSD Wednesday

by David Saracco
women’s
Spartan
tennis coach Lyn SinClair
did not mean to get carried
away when she said her
team "will probably never
lose a match this season."

game Thursday night in
Fresno against Fresnc
State and Saturday night in
the
Stockton
against
University of the Pacific.
Any chance SJSU has

Byrd to forward and
putting Mike Mendez and
Ed Saunders at guard
The win keeps the
Spartans in second place,
as Fresno State defeated
Cal State-Long Beach to
remain in first place. SJSU
is now 18-6 and 9-3 in PCAA
play. The Titans fell to 3-21
overall and 1-11 in the
PCAA.
The Spartans close out
their PCAA season on the
road next week with a

Meet our employment representative in the Student Union
Ballroom on Wednesday, February 25 anytime between 10:00
AM and 3:00 PM to find out more about a career with Syva.

Syva offers a generous benefits package, tuition reimbursement and
scholarship programs. If you qualify and won’t be able to meet with us
on Wednesday, please send your resume to Sharon Matsumura, Syva,
20400 Marian’ Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. We are committed to
an equal opportunity employment hiring policy m/f /h.
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A Syntex Company

New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold
’ears as good as gold, costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10
off the regular price. (Offer valid through February 27
ONLY.)
Yellow Lustrium rings by Jostens available daily
at your bmkstore.
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TV news lacks women, blacks, says Reed
by David Saracco
Women, blacks and other minorities will have to get
into the management and production of the news to influence decisions in television news, KG0 television
newscaster Dorothy Reed said.
Reed was the guest of the Media Coalition, a newlyformed group of minority journalism students at SJSU,
Wednesday night.
Reed urged the audience, mostly black journalism
and communication students, to enroll in business and
management courses.
"That’s where the decisions are made and that’s
where blacks and women have to move," Reed said.
The general assignment reporter was involved in a
dispute recently with her station’s management over the
style of her hair.
The management disapproved of her wearing cornrows, a traditional style of hair in the African culture.
Reed claimed the hairstyle was part of her culture and it
had nothing to do with her work.
KG() management said the cornrows were distracting
to viewers, but finally the matter was resolved and Reed
was sent back to work with retroactive pay for the time
she was suspended.
Reed said she was under contract not to talk about
how the matter was resolved.

But, I’m not here to discuss cornrows-mine or
anybody else’s," Reed said. "The problem’s resolved and
I’m back on the air."
Reed spoke of the plight of minorities, particularly
blacks, in the television medium today.
According to Reed, black newscasters started getting
air time on television news in the ’60s. She said the
stations put blacks where they would be most visible to the
public.
The stations hoped viewers would assume blacks
were involved in the total production of news, Reed said.
Reed cited statistics showing that blacks, women and
other minorities are still under-represented in television
news.
Out of 42,895 newscasters in the nation, only 13.3
percent are minorities, she said. Women comprise only 24
percent of the work force in the television medium, Reed
said.
Of the 28,544 workers involved in filming, editing and
producing the newscasts, Reed said only 7.9 percent are
minorities.
Reed said minorities going into television must obtain
a well-rounded education and know all facets of the job.

Marrlott’a GREAT AMERICA, the Bay Area’s center
for entertainment located In Santa Clara, currently
has the following openings:
ACCOUNTING CLERKS FOOD HOST/HOSTESS
CASHIERS

RIDE OPERATORS

CLERICAL

SECURITY HOSTS

These positions are available
now for spring weekends and
summer full time. So call today
and make an appointment to be
part of the GREAT AMERICA
excitement. Personnel Dept.,
Mairiott’s GREAT AMERICA,
(408) 496-0141. Monday Friday
between 8:30 AM and 8:00 PM or
Saturdays and Sundays between
8:30 AM and 5:00 PM.

Could you use an
extra $50-$80 a month?

"Lp’s at Cost"

RENT?

St. Valentine’s Day Massacre Sale
Feb. 14-Mar. 1
Store Wide Sale!
Most "New" Domestic LP’s
On Sale at Cost
Gigantic Savings, up to $4/Lp
We are reducing our "New" Stock
For expansion of our
Used, Collectors, Specials, Imports
and Paraphernalia

If you’re healthy and reliable, you can receive up to
$80 cash a month by becoming a blood/plasma donor.
It takes only two to four hours a week and you’re paid on
the spot! It’s a safe, easy, and flexible way to get that extra cash now. Want to know more? Call Hyland Center
for an appointment at 294-6535. Hyland Donor Center,
35 S. Almaden Ave., San Jose, CA. Open 7 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Closed Wednesday.

UNDERGROUND RECORDS
286-8303

19 S. 3rd St.

M/F/H/V

EOE

photo by Steve Mdtkle.

KGO-TV newscaster Dorothy Reed

NEED EXTRA CASH?

AorrI01(5

UREA?
’IRMA

"You have to stand on firm ground," Reed said. "And
you have to know your positions. And don’t ever accept a
position that you’re not qualified for."
Reed cited cases where some minorities, but particularly women, were put on the air without
qualifications to fill quotas.
Now, Reed said, many stations are taking "the
cosmetic approach" in hiring newscasters.
"We have people being hired on the basis of beauty,"
Reed said. "Let me be judged on the basis of my work, not
my appearance."
Reed said young women, particularly blondes, are in
demand all over the country, and she said the women are
being cheated.
"I know a majority of them will fall flat on their faces
because they are not qualified," Reed said. "We are not
entertainers. We inside the business want to change, but
the public has to demand it."
Stressing the importance of a well-rounded education
in television news, Reed said, "Your most powerful
weapon is your knowledge. It’s what you’ve got in your
head that’s going to win the battles."

classifieds
Announcements
CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship:
Protestant, Sundays.? 5 p.m.;
Roman Catholic, Sundays al
p.m., Episcopal, I irst and third
Sundays at 6.30 p.m., and
Lutheran. Thursdays at 7 p.m.
at the Campus Christian Center,
3005. 10th St.
STUDENT AAAAAA Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teens.
MONEY, ENROLL
SAVE
Information and
NOW!!
brochures.? A.S. Office or Info
desk, or call 371-11811.
WANTED: BASEBALL cards,
Yearbooks and World Series
programs. autographs, statues,
sports memorabilia. QUICK
CASH. See Dr. Lapin. 50505e55
Tower 763. or call 11374191.
A THING of beauty is a joy forever
Give the gift only you can
give,. beautiful, award-wmning
portrait
by
JOHN
color
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY.
Call num et 4411-2311.
ST.

PAUL’S Methodist Church
invites you to worship on Sundays, 9,30 a.en , next to the
campus at 405 S 10th St The
Young Adult group meets on
Sundays from 6 9 pm at 435 S
10th St For more info about
church activities, ,all Steve at
2971425, or the church office at
294.4144.

SIERRA CLUB Mtg. Thurs., Feb. 19
at 7:30 p.m
in the S U.
Guadalupe Room Smn up for
whale watching trip Feb 20 smi
trip March 22. 23 Newcomers
Welcome,

Automotive
’67

CHEVY Impala 44r. Runs
Great! 5700. Call 7634999 after 6
m

For Sale
BEER MAKING kit Makes 4 cases
$32.95. Beer Makers of America
IMO N. 4th Call OM 6647 Open

trailer.
UTILITY
MOVINGt
Enclosed 0’ by a’ wilights. 4500.
Call 395.743t
USED FURNITURE Dinettes from
1140.511. Sofa/chair sets from
$169.30. Bedroom sets from
1149.50 Lamps from Ste SO
Mattress and Wrings from
CORY FURNITURE
17050
4975
CENTER,
RENTAL
Stevens Creek Blvd,, I blk east
of Lawrence Expwy Call 4114
5190.
OM EEEEE BUSINESS EEEEEEE ni
ty 11,000 Includes folders. 10011,
instruments tor making cement

barbeques for backyards. For
information,call 14151 631-7348.

Help Wanted
COMPANIONS: HOURLY wage
Work with retarded persons in
their hornes afternoons,
...muss, or weekends. No
experience needed. We train.
Call 164.2251 or 956-0111.
MANDARIN
CHINESE
tutor
wanted Write Jay Vocal at 1450
Koll Circle, Suite 113, San Jose,
CA 95112.
CRUISES: CLUB Mediterranean
sailing expeditions! Needed.
Sports Instructors, Of lice
Personnel, Counselors. Europe,
Caribbean, Worldwide, Summer, Career Send $5.95 plus $I
handling
for
application,
openings
guide
to
CRUISEWORLD, 2535 Watt
Ave., Sacramento, CA 951160.
SUMMER RAFTING Jebel $t,20000
$3,6001 Training prOvidedt
Grand Canyon, Hawaii, Africa.
Send% 95 for application, in.
formahon quote (plus free lob
guide to Lake Tahoe, CA/ to
WHITEWATER 253S Watt Ave ,
Sacramento, CA HMO.
JOBS IN Alaska! Summer, year.
round WO pay, $110 to $2,000
per month. All fields - Parks,
Fisheries, Oil Industry and
more. For 1981 employer
listings and inlo guide, send tote
ALASCO, P0 Box 933/, San
Jose, CA. 15261 Sobey Rd.,
Saratoga, CA 95070,
OVERSEAS JOBS, Summer or
Europe, South
year round
America. Australia. Asia
fields 5500 to 51 .200 per mo
Sightseeing For free info , wri re
I JC, Box S2 CA311, Corona Del
Mar CA 93625
TEACHERS AIDE. Three and one.
half hours employment daily.
Assist m Special Education
s, primarily with
cla
feeding and toileting. From S.169
per month. Good benefits! Santa
Clara county Schools, Personnel
Commission. 100 Skyport Dr.,
San Jose, CA 95110 Call 2914701.
B OOKKEEPER/ACCOUNTANT,
Weekends only. PIO, Market
Restaurants, Contact Rio Hunt
at 493 elm
CAMPUS REP
Sales Position
Valley Parachute Center
130/1 136 1344
San Franciste
Airport, CA 95131
SUMMER JOSS. Riding Camp ter
Girls, Shady Lawn Parris, 6255
Bluer Rd., Oakdale, CA 95361.
(7090471947) Camper .105 115.
women
Skilled
inMolder.
structor/counselors.
Interview. Non smoker
Horseback vaulting instructors,
ARC swimming, canoeing,
sailing. crafts. music, gardening

and kitchen help $1110/wk salary
plus room, board and laundry.
lOwk season, June 20 Aug. 29.

Ms Lynda Demanb, Rev Norb
F irnhaber. Rev Peter Coop
man.

TELEPHONE CALLERS
Need 3
AVE to set up leads for insulation company. No cop we
train. Flex. hrs Salary plus
bonus. Also canvassers needed,
Call Dorm at 261-6646 for appointment.

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer’
Images bY
John Paulson Photography
are expressrons of love Soft, elegant
and universally understood For the
finest awardwmning photography,
call Joke at 441-23111.

WAREHOUSE
ASSISTANT,
Russell’s Furniture. 20 to 30
hours per week. DAYS, even legs
and weekends. Call Mr Ted at
263-2344 or apply in person al 150
E. Trimble or First St., San
Jose.
TR ’,CHEM liquid embroidery.
Crafts instructors wanted. No
investment, we train, Have fun
while you earn, Call Hotel at
94641137 tor free demonstration
and information,

Housing
SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses,
Great guys and gals. Kitchen,
TV, linen, maid service,
fireplace,
courtyard
and
parking 550 to 540 per week
shared. 570 to S85 per week
single. 202 S. 11th St. Office, 122
N. Ph. St. Call 9904223.
PUSH. STUDIO cottage. 1 person
(male peel) 5245, including
Call 295-7438.
FEMALE TO share large 7 berm., 3
PM. apt. Electric kitchen. Pool
4212.50 plus Deposit and 1/3 gas
and electricity. Call 3435673
eve,

Personals
SKY DIVE: Our complete first jump
IS $55, group rate, 530. All
instructors licensed. Falcon
Parachute School. Call 12091 9361544.
WANTED: CLOSE relationship with
man
woman. Handl
sees friendship with caring
female. Very ROM benefits. Call
Brian at 299.2300.
CALL Wim at 7154%1.
TO THE President of Phi Dolts: You
were right. He was a drag.
You’re still my favorite DOM
number and I’M reedy le. Disco
bandage.

Services
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center:
Roman Cantolic and P rrrrr tont
offer
ministries
maims
religious services, Study groups,
social events and counseling at
3.10 S 107h St call 398 0204 Fr.
Dan Derry Sr Joan Panetta,

TAXES DONE while you wait for
104011 and 50A. Reliable, former
business student. Call 266-1159.
YOGA w/Swanti
HOLIS’ilC
Niranian. M thru Th, 70 p.m.
Lecture, satsang, discussion,
Sun 7 9 p tn. 3303 3rd, Sude C
(2nd floor) For information
regarding other activities and
workshops, Call 207 5963,
AFFORDABLE, CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings, parties
OLCASIOOS.
business
or
Calligraphy our specialty In
citations ink - Call Colleen or
Terri at 296-3444 or 397.3019.
FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, phototype and print.
Day /evening and Saturday
service (Ad Writers) Call 2151112.
SAW IT With Balloons. TM fun
alternative to flowers! Two
dozen long -stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day,
birthdays, or iust In se). -I love
your" Lefty Thoughts Ball0011
CO. tall 763.9116.
WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album, 5 hours of photography
Bride keeps the negatives 52S0 plus
TAX To reserv, your weodong date,
Wedding
call 2463741. Quality

r-

Photography for
Douglas Schwarte,
LADIES!
Male
bridal
party
6 p.m,

10

years

by

LET me entertain you!
stripper for your next
shower or bachelorette
Call Rick at 2411.0344 after

DOES SOMEONE owe you money
who won’t pay? You might try
the local small clalms court For
more information, call Attilla
the Hun School of Charm
(process servers) at 271-3111, II
to noon daily
QUALITY CUSTOM partralts,
fashion portfolios. Economical
rates. Call Craig Scoflone
Photography at 2694615.

Typing
TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
deadlins
end. Ex
perienced in masters, reports
and dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Graduate Office. IBM
Selectric II. 9J/Blossom 11111
Area. Call Janet at 2271525.
TYPING:

itie.

DONE In my horns
Call Lynn at 734-

1914.
TYPING:
I’LL lype anything.
dependable,
Eperienced,
professional. North Valley area.
Call Mary Lou at 243.970.
TYPING BY a professional. 20 years
experience Neat, accurate. All
formats
Theses. resume’,
dissertations.
reports,
Deadlines guaranteed. So San
Jam Call K anti* at 570-12)6.

please Remember. The bit
terness of poor quality remains
long after the sweetness of a low
price is forgotten Call KITTY
at 3113099 between land 10 p m
and on weekends.

TYPING ONE letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or
Quality work at
resumes
reasonable prKes. Call THE
EXECUTIVES ASSISTANT at
210-11411.

PROF. TYPING services. IBM
Selectric correctable. 1111 WItte
10 years experience. All typing
accepted, Call Jane at 251-5442
any time

TYPING, THESIS, Term Papers.
etc. Experienced and last
,Call 2600474
Reasonable

GLEN/ALMADEN.
WILLOW
Duality typing and editing.
Research papers, resumes. etc.
Ask for Marcia Merton at 16694411.

HAYMOND AND Tyson Secretarial
accurate,
Fast,
Service.
preeled. Typing edited tor
spelling. IBM Selectric, Call
Sharon at 924-9220 between SAO
WM 10,30 p.m

BEST PRICES
Best Machine
mist Typist
60N. 3rd, No. 1123
207-4755 after 3

TYPING - PAST,
and
S1.511/pg.
prfssional.
KEY
Call
D ay/Eves,
WACKERS, 947-1433 or 272-4535.

TYPING: THESES, reports, etc.
IBM Selectrtc. SI per full double
spaced. typed Page. Live near
Cambrian/Los Gatos area.
Conic rentiOus. Call Pat at 35112015.

TYPING/ EXPERIENCED Sony
types all! Reports, resumes,
, fast,
Dams, Icer cost,
high quality. Pant 347.761117eves.
(Santa Clara or. San Tomas
Exp.)

EASYTYPE TYPING Service. Fast,
Word
accurate, professional
processing av liable. A corn
plete typing service, Call /49
0412.

WEEKEND TYPING w/c weekday.
ISM Electric. St per page,
editing, phone 274.9437.

Tops.
THAT’S
TYPING
Experienced typist tor term
papers, theses, etc. Santa Clara
area. Call Tony at 796-2007.

CUSTOM TYPING in my home
IBM SelectriC, $I per page Mr

LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Selectric 1!
typing in my office, 51.25 per
(104MblipteCed page 20 years
111101KIIMCII for SJSU students
Call Irene at 041’701S,

Travel
FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel
Europe, Asia, Mex., Hews.,
Africa, USA, International identity
Card. Ewalt, Br Ora 0, hostel card,
camping ’tours,
lob
placement, student ship, wide mt ’,
selection, books, backpacks and
I,
voltage converters Trip and r
140 W San Carlos I next to Mem
from
1
blocks
Library),
PublK
campus. Opm 7 dys Mon Fri., 96; Sat., le-S; Sun , noon -5 Call 792’613.
SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units next suinmr A total
immersion 7 week exec-ten. in
Peruvian Culture Contact Or
Hamilton, Foreign Language, at
1/7 25/6

Save a
fistful!
Shop the
Spartan
Daily Class

TYPING. TOP quality
IBM Correcting Selectric II All
work drooled and ed it’d for
spelling Rates. 01.10 for double
sp page. 53 for single se Page.
$I per page for letters, SS per
page for resumes (etc) help
wise? up), Cash only No checks

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

View. Call Moat 9674573.

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces In, each liner

(Effective: Fall 1980)
One
day

Two
days

Three
days

Four
days

Flee
days
8420

Each
ad.*
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day
$ 70
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Former Mechanical Engineering
chairman Vasily Prian dies at 72

,zzia

by John McNicholas
A former chairman of
the Mechanical Engineering Department died last
Friday after a long illness.
Vasily D. Prian,
emeritus professor at both
SJSU and Stanford, was
visiting his son in Phoenix,
Ariz., when he died. He was
72.
Prian, known to his
colleagues as "Bill," was
hired as a full professor
and appointed as department chairman in 1961. He
retired in 1976.

Home Ec grievance cookin
by Richard de Give
A meeting will be held
on Tuesday between the
ombudsman and students
in the Home Economics
Department to discuss a
grievance filed by the
students to try to save the
department.
The department is
scheduled to close at the

end of this semester.
The grievance, a onepage document, lists 11
complaints against the
university for closing the
department.
The students complained in the grievance
that they were denied "due
process" by the university

because they were not
involved in the decision to
terminate the department.
The grievants also
claimed that financial
problems now and in the
future are created by the
department’s closing.
All course work for
home economics majors
must be completed by the

end of this semester and
students complained that
taking more than 15 units
per semester along with
working could affect the
students’ academic performance.
The grievance also
states a "serious stigma"
is attached to the students’
degrees because of the

CAMERA
-continued from page 1
They wouldn’t have
dared break the window if
we had a camera watching," he said.
Medina, Sivertsen and
Koehn all questioned the
need for cameras in the
first place.
Medina said surveillance cameras "might
be a good idea" if no other
security measures had
been taken recently, such
as the increases in
policemen, evening guides
and blue-light emergency
phones and the addition of
a police dog.
The police department
should wait, Medina said,
to see if the other measures
have lowered the crime
rate before installing the
cameras.
He said the police will
have difficulty proving that
the cameras will make a
difference if the crime rate
hasn’t gone down. If it has
declined, he said, it will be
hard to show that the
cameras will further improve the situation.
Sivertsen
called
Quinton’s approach to
crime on campus "antiquated, archaic and
simplistic."
"The two places they
have designated at the
present time ( Business
Tower and Joe West Hall)
don’t have the need for the
cameras, so they money
should go somewhere
else," she said.
"The cameras are
going to do absolutely
nothing to reduce crime."
The head of dormitory’
security said the money
could be better spent on
radios for an additional
two-man security team or
for another police dog.
"No matter how good a
camera system is. it will

never be able to replace a
human looking around and
hearing what goes on," he
said.
The residence hall
community council voted
unanimously two weeks
ago to oppose the installation of cameras.
The council will send a
letter of opposition to
campus administrators
and post petitions on
dormitory bulletin boards
to
gather
signatures
against the cameras.
Quinton said the installation of cameras at
Wayne State University in
Detroit led to a 45 percent
decrease in crime the first
year the cameras were
used.
"We know that it
works," he said.
He added, however, the
UPD is waiting for cost
estimates from two
camera companies before
making a proposal. The
department may have to
settle for one or two
cameras instead of three,
he said.
"It’s premature for me
to state whether we’re even
going to have cameras,"
Quinton said.
He said he thinks a
"real small minority" of
students are worried about
the cameras.
Coleman stressed the
seriousness of the crime
problem at SJSU. "There’s
a tremendous amount of
crime around the campus.’’
Of the 43 police beats in
the city, he said, the four
surrounding the campus
ranked first, second, third
and fourth in crime in 1979,
the most recent year for
which statistics are
available.
In 1978, these beats
ranked first, fifth, sixth

department’s elimination.
It also states that department faculty will be difficult to call for job
references
after
the
program is eliminated.
The student grievance
was originally sent to the
ombudsman’s office by
registered mail in
December, according to
Janice Wakimoto, one of
the students filing the
complaint.
"We received a receipt
indicating
that
the
university had accepted
the letter on Dec. 23," she
said.
University
Ombudsman Charles Whitcomb said the letter was
received by his office on
that date, but the office was
closed at the time.
"The office is usually
closed after the semester is
over and in January," he
said.

Prof. Donald Myronuk,
who worked with him, said
Prian brought to the
classroom a practical,
fundamental approach as
well as industrial exhad
perience.
Prian
worked as a technical
consultant for Northrop
Aircraft and as an engineer
for Lockheed Missiles and
Space, Co.
He was "well Liked and
down to earth," Myronuk
said.

Last
fall,
Prian
returned to Harbin with a
of
Stanford
group
professors as a guest of the
People’s Republic of China,
Myronuk said.
"He enjoyed his
retirement," he added.
The family requests
any contributions be sent to

Mechanical Engineering Professor Herliner
Nielsen said Prian was an
"effective administrator"
who guicled the department
through accreditation and
lab expansion. He was also
instrumental in promoting
the growth of the department to its present status,"
Nielsen said.
Prian was born in
China,
and
Harbin,
graduated from Harbin
Polytechnic Institute. He
earned his master’s and
in
doctorate degrees
mechanical engineering
from the University of
Michigan, and taught at
Fenn College in Ohio and
the University of Southern
California.

and 10th, according to a "came out of the Dark
San Jose Police Depart- Ages."
However, Quinton said,
ment report.
Medina said the "This department has
camera controversy has grown and progressed to
sparked conflict between the most sophisticated
in
the
uniformed policemen and department
State
police administrators. He (California
said "several officers," University and Colleges)
that he declined to name, system, so I question the
have told him the sur- validity of her statement."
Staff writer Doug
veillance cameras are a
Kelley contributed to this
stupid idea.
"There’s probably one article,
person that feels that way,
but I think that person is
awfully lonesome,"
Quinton said.
Sivertsen said the
administration decided to
explore the funding of
surveillance cameras as a
way of spending $507,269
appropriated by the state
legislature for security at
SJSU.
Sivertsen
said
Rodney Dongerfie[d
Coleman
and
SJSU
claws off my
your
’Get
President Gail Fullerton
had to come up with a way
Pilot pen See.. .1 don’t
to spend the money and
get no respect!"
that Quinton suggested the
purchase of surveillance
cameras.
According to Sivertsen,
"They said, ’Oh, that’s a
good idea’ and stuck it in
the budget."
Coleman, however,
said a funding request for
’ People have
the cameras was included
a hunger tor
my Pilot Fineliner bein a program change
cause they re always
proposal he worked on
fishing for a line point pen
from January to July of
that writes through carbons And
last year, before the money
Pilot charges only 79r for it
People get their hands on it and
from Assembly Bill 2628,
forget its my pen Sal don’t get no respect! I don t make out any Niter
the state appropriation,
with my Pilot Razor Point It writes whip -cream smooth
was allocated.
with an extra tine line, its metal collar helps keep
Quinton agreed that
the point tram going squish so people
love it For only 89’ they
the sponsors of the bill
should buy their own pen
knew about the request for
and show some resuveillance
cameras
spect for my
before the bill was written.
properly
Sivertsen, who also
worked on the rape
education and prevention
committee, called Quinton
"a lousy police chief" who
People take too Not like irs their own

the
Vasily
Prian
Scholarship Fund, in care
of Chairman, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, SJSU, San Jose, Calif.
95192.
Prian is survived by his
wife, Tanya: his son
Gregory, of Phoenix; and
six grandchildren.

DON’T BECOME A VICTIM
At last, a compact and lightweight
intrusion alarm has been developed.
This unit is dependable and effective.
Alarm emits a loud and piercing sound
before an intruder can gain entry. Ideal
for homes, apartments, hotel rooms,
storage and supply rooms, etc. Each
unit is available for only $45, including
postage. If you are not totally satisfied,
return alarm within 30 days for a full
refund.

Mail $4500 check or money order
(California residents add ’2.55 sales tax)

MAO V444:44i/42ty

To:

P.O. Box 3177
Redding, CA 96049
Due to demand, allow 2-4 weeks for delivery

-N.
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Accent your cruisin’ style
with a Moped!!
And Accent your studying
style with ACCENT’ ...in
six see - thru colors!!

Enter Sanford’s
Moped giveaway!
First prize -A 1981 moped!

1

Details and entry blanks
available at counter.
No

purchase necessary.

54 =A
Drawing - March 6

te
a

Don.t forget your studying style
pick up Accents at a great price!

fine point marker pens

fo

Read*Accent*Review

Major Accent

SUZANNE MAY BE ANOTHER
GLORIA VANDERBILT

2

Pocket Accent
for

lo
t113

rilkscliparkin
Book/tow

Associated Students Wants To Help
Business/marketing majors like Suzanne shoot for the top
That takes experience, and A.S. is offering it

Offer expires 3/5/81

OPEN POSITIONS:
A.S Director of Business Affairs
-essential experience in managing, budgeting, and politics
Deadline Feb 27

San Jose State University
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

Moped Giveaway
Contest Entry Blank

ELECTION BOARD

I

Name
Address

at
so

co
re
19
on
f)(

to
190

ITelephone

115

gi
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Or

-establishes election and campaign procedures.
ACADEMIC FAIRNESS COMMITTEE
-application deadline Feb 27

te
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BUILDING NOW FOR THE FUTURE

Turn in contest entry at the Spartan
mom

Bookstore

1111

lie
thi
an

